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1503002 Arabic I

4

6

In this lecture content will be that the advanced grammar topics will be given in addition to topics that are taught previous years.

2

2

1.Understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, structure of the disciplines taught; creates learning experiences to make them meaningful to
students. 2. Understands how children learn and develop; provides learning opportunities that support their development. 3. Understands how
students differ in their approaches to learning; creates instructional opportunities adapted to diverse learners. 4. Understands and uses a variety of
instructional strategies. 5. Creates a learning environment that encourages positive social interaction, active engagement in learning, and
self-motivation. 6. Uses knowledge of communication techniques to foster active inquiry, collaboration, and supportive interaction. 7. Plans
instruction based on knowledge of subject matter, students, the community, and curriculum goals.

4

6

The sources of Islamic law, provisions, judges and how to understand and to remove provisions routes. Precedent and sects

1503001 Qur'an I

2

4

Adjectives And Teach Meharic the letters in the theoretical level; Make a face to the level of memorization and practice to students; Sure Memorize
Memorize 1) Read the Verification Method learn Aşır 2) Response to that Hadar agriculture Reading to Learn 3) governed the agriculture that of
normal Reading to Learn 4) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening 5) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening
6) with listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness 7) with the listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness Excessive Drills

1503005 Logic

2

4

Definition of logic, its subject matter and purpose. A Brief History of Logic. Concept and its types. Five Universals. Definition, Proposition,
Syllogism and their types. Induction. Analogy. The Five Crafts. The Fallacies of Logic.

1503006 Ottoman Turkish

2

4

Historical development of the Ottoman Turkish, grammar knowledge, text reading.

Introduction
1503032 Principles and
Methods

2

2

Curriculum planning and development; curriculum evaluation, new Turkish curriculum; teaching strategies; methods and techniques

4

6

Main issues of the science of Kalam, various and different ideas and discussions, the fundamentals of the credal principles, suggestions on the
multi-facet reasons of the differences.

Introduction to
1503026 Educational
Siences

1503003

1503004

Methodology of
Islamic Law

Systematic
Islamic Theology

Educational
1503029
Sociology

2

2

Definition of sociology, sub branches of sociology, definition, extend and development of educational sociology, communization process, civil
functions of education, estrangatio and education, community movements and education, population and education, migration, media, globalization
and effects of these factors to education, school as a community system, school environment relation, school and violance, politivs and education,
ecology and education, teaching as a subject.

1503008 Arabic II

2

4

In this lecture content will be that the advanced grammar topics will be given in addition to topics that are taught previous years.

Measurement and
1503030 Evaluation in
Education

2

2

Measuring and evaluation concepts, basic statistical techniques, reliability and validity comparison of measurement, objective analysis and content
table, test development, exam types and question writing, written and oral exams, short answer and true-false tests, multiple choice and matching
tests, evaluation of student achievement, alternative assessments.

4

6

The rise and development of philosophy. The Presocratic Philosophy. The Ancient Greek philosophy. Hellenistic Philosophy and Neoplatonism.
Medieval Philosophy. The Renaissance Philosophy. Philosophy in the modern age. Enlightenment Thought. Kant and the Rise of German Idealism.
German Idealism. Philosophy in the 20th Century.

1503012

History of
Philosophy

2

4

The meaning and analysis of the concept of morality. The subjects and the methodology of the science of morality and ethics. The religious and
non-religious sources of Islamic ethics. The main concepts of ethics. Understanding of morality in the ancient Greek philosophy. The prominent
Islamic moralists. Main virtues in Islamic morality. Ethical theories in Islam. Contemporary ethical problems.

1503009 Islamic Law I

4

6

The historical development of Islamic law, sources, literature and general structure. Islamic party, family, basic principles and institutions of heritage
and taught criminal law; Introduced civil and criminal aspects of Islamic law.

1503011 Islamic History I

4

6

1. History and Principles in The Qur'an and the Hadiths 2. The Prophets and position in World History 3. Islamic Institutions and Agencies 4. The
periodization of Islamic History

1503007 Qur'an II

2

4

Adjectives And Teach Meharic the letters in the theoretical level; Make a face to the level of memorization and practice to students; Sure Memorize
Memorize 1) Read the Verification Method learn Aşır 2) Response to that Hadar agriculture Reading to Learn 3) governed the agriculture that of
normal Reading to Learn 4) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening 5) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening
6) with listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness 7) with the listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness Excessive Drills

1503034

Teacher
2
professional ethics

2

Individual differences and implications in education, intelligence and abilities, interests, learning style, prior knowledge, learning, motivation,
self-efficacy beliefs, and individualized education programs.

1503037

Classroom
Management

2

2

To get occur positive learning setting and to abolish unwanted student behavior with providing classroom organization.

1503027

Philosophy of
Education

2

2

Basics of philosophy, Fundemental theories of philosophy, related fields of philosophy ( Onthology,Epistomology atc.), relation between education
and philosophy, İdealism and education, realism and education, pragmtism and education,existentailism and education, Educational philosophy.

1503028

Psychology of
Education

2

2

Definition, principles and stages of development; theories of personality, cognitive,moral development, social, language, and physical development;
learning and learning theories; relation between development and learning.

4

5

Read classic hadith texts, evaluation via text language and expression.

1503018 Islamic Philosophy 4

6

Definition of Islamic philosophy, its scope, content and sources. The rise of philosophical thought in Islam. Historical development of Islamic
philosophy. The relation between Islamic Sciences and philosophy. Philosophical schools and sciences. Islamic philosophers and their philosophical
thoughts. Crtiticism from al-Ghazali to philosophy. Philosophy in Andalusia. The influences of Islamic philosophy to Western thought.

1503014 Islamic Law II

4

6

Property law, debts are taught basic concepts and elements of law and procedural law; Islamic law is considered half of the students in this way
"transactions of" ideas about the acquisition is provided.

1503016 Islamic History II

2

4

1. History and Principles in The Qur'an and the Hadiths 2. The Prophets and position in World History 3. Islamic Institutions and Agencies 4. The
periodization of Islamic History

Education of
1503031 character and
values

2

2

The concept of value. What is the Value? National and universal values. The concept of attitude and personal attitudes. Values in the social studies
curriculum. The values of social studies textbooks. The value to be considered in teaching. The value of visual and written materials to use in
teaching. Examples of courses in teaching and student practices related to the value.

1503013 Qur'an III

2

4

Adjectives And Teach Meharic the letters in the theoretical level; Make a face to the level of memorization and practice to students; Sure Memorize
Memorize 1) Read the Verification Method learn Aşır 2) Response to that Hadar agriculture Reading to Learn 3) governed the agriculture that of
normal Reading to Learn 4) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening 5) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening
6) with listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness 7) with the listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness Excessive Drills

1503017 Tafsir Texts

4

5

Tafseer of suras: muzzemmil, qiyameh, insan, murselaat,the Chambers, Friday, Luqman...

1503010

Islam Moral
Philosophy

1503015 Hadith Texts

1503022

Philosophy of
Religion

2

6

Definition and problems of Philosophy of Religion. Arguments fort he existence of God. Thoughts about God and attributes of God. Revelation and
miracles. The concept of reason, belief and faith. Religious language. Atheism and its kinds. Religious pluralism. The problem of evil. The relation
between religion and ethic. Religion and Science. Life after death.

1503024

History of
Religions

2

4

Development of the discipline of History of Religions, its subject and methods, basic information about the major living religions in the West, the
history of religions studies in Turkey and the Islamic world. Brief history of religion such as Christianity, Judaism, Indian religions and Far Eastern
Religions.

4

5

Read classic hadith texts, evaluation via text language and expression.

1503020 Hadith Texts II

1503019 Qur'an IV

2

4

Adjectives And Teach Meharic the letters in the theoretical level; Make a face to the level of memorization and practice to students; Sure Memorize
Memorize 1) Read the Verification Method learn Aşır 2) Response to that Hadar agriculture Reading to Learn 3) governed the agriculture that of
normal Reading to Learn 4) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening 5) Ensuring familiarity with Turkish Karin ear from listening
6) with listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness 7) with the listening ears of the Arab Karin Providing Fullness Excessive Drills

Instructional
1503033 Technologies and
Material Design

3

2

Historical development of instructional technologies. Importance of instructional technology in communication process. Instrucitonal materials.
Properties of the materials used in education. Designing materials based on the learning outcomes. Preparing instructional materials by using
computer technology.

5

2

To be able to develop teaching competences through practicing in various classrooms in practice schools. To be able to understand the primary
curriculum, evaluate course books and practice measurement and assessment. To be able to develop their teaching skills and knowledge through
sharing their experiences gained during teaching practice with other students and with mentors. To be able to develop skills and competences in
classroom management, planning instruction and application.

3

2

The basic concepts of religious education and teaching, History of religious instruction programmes and its legal foundations Legal foundations and
purposes of religious instruction Principles of Religious Culture and Moral Teaching in Secondary Education Faith and worship teaching, principles
and methods used in religious culture and ethical knowledge course, value and concept teaching in the course, using verses and hadiths in the course,
drama and games/gaming application in the course, assessment and evaluation in the course.

6

1 The definition of sufism, its subject and its purpose. 2 Sufism and mysticism 3 The place and importance of sufism within the Islamic thought. 4
The interaction of Sufism with other Islamic disciplines. 5 The period of asceticism and its characteristics. 6 The period of sufism. 7 Sufi schools. 8
The basic sufi concepts. 9 The literature of sufism. 10 The orthodox sufism and al-Ghazzali 11 The heterodox sufi gropus 12 Ibn al-Arabî and his
teachings 13 The Akbarian school and its extensions 14 The illuminationist philosphy and its representatives

5

To provide information about the creation of the mankind and universe, and also the faith to Allah, The Last Day, prophets, sacred books and angels
that are main two subjects of the Qur'an starting from the texts of the Qur'anic commentaries and related books To provide information about
individual, family and social morality issues, and parables of the Qur'an, which one of the main topics of the Qur'an, starting from the related books
and Qur’anic commentaries

1503035 Teaching Practice

1503036

Special Methods
in Teaching

1503023 Islamic Mysticism 4

1503021 Tafsir Texts II

4

